
Andy

Making sense of it all

.................a meeting of eight then 

a meeting of twelve then

a meeting of four then

a meeting of six then .......................this letter

So as DViants continues there are many questions to be asked including those of direction, ideas,

commitment, needs, wants, focus, finance, and energy. 

There are thirteen curious people on a list, but how curious. Inquisitive enough to really find out 

what this list means, what it contains, who it contains?

disturb, caress, tap, adjoin, molest     

From a brief look, it is a list of artists with a wide range of skills, each one of these artists have 

expressed a need to work, or are already working, within a framework of digital media. This has 

led to the formation of DViAnts, a word/title chosen in order to help these artists gather, to share 

and co-operate as part of a simple organisation. There have been several meetings of this group, 

some more successful than others; a meeting discussing the notion of a collective and the digital 

media interests of the participants; a meeting which discussed projects to form a focus (or 

focuses) for the participants to aim towards; a meeting for participants to bring along and share 

the tools of their digital trade; a meeting for participants to show/play/read their work to each 

other.

fancy, thirst, sample, test, bite

This letter is the next meeting. It may be your first meeting, it may be your last meeting, it 

doesn't matter. It has been called to substantiate what has already been discussed and to 

accelerate the process by which we can start to work together. You, as a recipient of this letter, 



have expressed your intention to be a part of this collective. In order for this co-operative 

organisation to work, we have to co-operate with each other. 

play, resonate, note, utter, blurt

So for those that are here for the first time, as well as those that aren't, here are two questions.

(please note there are no wrong answers to these questions)

What do you see as the purpose and direction of the collective, and how does that affect the way 

the collective works, and the way it is publicly presented?

In terms of a digital media collective, are projects to be defined solely in this area or are the more

common areas of performance/club/gallery etc still an important part of the equation?

hum, perfume, inhale, sniff, reek

We have come to a point that demands attention. Previous meetings have provided a good 

mixture of intentions and ideas that now need to be formed into something tangible. How to start.

The last meeting ended with an understanding between the participants that a starting point, 

however tenuous, was needed in order for a project to form. 

glimpse, judge, marvel, make out, aim

The groups of words scattered throughout this letter are variations of each physical sense; touch, 

taste, sound, smell and sight. The senses interact at certain points where the terms used have 

more than just the one definition. In discussion it was noted that this determinate relationship 

between the senses is a template for the strengths of collective working, the notion that through 

differing working practices exciting and unknown relationships can come to fruition. This then is

our starting point, the intersection and separation of these senses in terms of digital media. 



Amongst us there are painters, musicians, sculptors, writers, animators, djs, filmmakers, video 

artists, designers, printmakers, sound artists, poets, installation artists, performers, photographers

and more. Most, if not all the artists involved already work in a variety of media, taking skills 

and forms from one arena to another, and this cross platform working will undoubtedly form the 

foundations of the collective. As artists we all define our work in individual ways, it is the task of

the collective to make connections between these platforms.

There is a small amount of funding secured from the arts council to help get a project started, so 

there is no reason why we cannot realise something soon. Do not regard this letter as a definitive 

DViAnts project, but as a spark to further discussion. 

After digesting this information please send your thoughts/images/words/sounds etc to the 

following persons, to arrive no later than the end of the year. In turn these two persons have also 

been requested to send their offerings to you & one other, in order to circulate debate. Feel free 

to chase up those that don't reply. Please respond even if it is to say that you are too 

busy/thinking about it/not interested. 

Make sense of it all

send to: Jess & Tim.


